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ABSTRACT
The U.S. NTWC has a mission to provide accurate and timely tsunami warnings for the continental United States and Canada. To this end, the center ingests thousands of seismic and sea level data channels in real or near real time. Systems routinely process over ten thousand quakes per month, and duty scientists respond to about 600 alarms per month. A mission requirement to issue initial tsunami messages within 5 minutes of earthquake origin time means that redundancy, low latency, and efficiency of analysis and messaging are key. That said, there are physical and other limitations on what can be known about a particular tsunami source at different points in time. Forecasting the waves involves iteratively measuring observations and inverting for or scaling the most appropriate models.

Recent advancements such as running high resolution inundation forecasting on GPU servers are helping to decrease the amount of time between detection of a tsunamigenic event and release of a high quality tsunami forecast.
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